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differentiation of one function among several inevitably
leads to overgrowth of the one and to neglect and crippling
of the rest
M I do not ignore the advantages'1, nays Schiller, "which
the present generation, regarded as a whole, and measured
by reason, may boast *ovcr what was best in the bygone
world ; but it mast enter the contest as a compact phajanx
and measure itself as whole against whole. What in-
dividual modern could enter the lists, man against man,
and contest the prize of manhood with an individual
Athenian? Whence then arises this unfavourable in-
dividual comparison in the face of every advantage from
the standpoint of the race?" (p. 22),
Schiller places the responsibility for this decline of
the modern individual upon culture, i.e. upon the differen-
tiation of functions. He next points out how, in art and
scholarship, the intuitive and the speculative minds have
become estranged, and how each has zealously excluded
the other from its respective field of application.
n And with the sphere into which man confines his opera-
tion, he has also made unto himself a ruler; which fact not
infrequently results in the suppression of his other faculties.
Whereas, in the case of the former, the luxuriating power of
imagination makes a wilderness of the laborious plantations
of the mind, in the latter the spirit of abstraction consumes
the fire that should have wanned the heart and kindled phan-
tasy" (p. 23).
And further:
" Whon the commonwealth makes the office or function the
nieuBtire of the man, when of its citizens it docs homage only
to memory in one, to a tabulating intelligence in another, and
to a mechanical capacity in a third; when here, regardless of
character, it urges only towards knowledge, while there it encour-
ages a spirit of order and law-abiding behaviour with the pro-
fountlcat intellectual obscurantism—when, at the same time, it
wishes these single accomplishments of the subject to be carried
to ju«t as great an intensity as it absolves him of extcnsity—
is it to be wondered at that the remaining faculties of the mind
are neglected, in order to bestow every care upon the special
one which it Ixonoura and rewards ? "

